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I will get to this at the end of the presentation but this study generated a lot of
feedback and even found its way into the New York Times. This is a continuing
research project so I would love your feedback.

Twitter:
@PobudaTanya
tpobuda@ryerson.ca

Comprehensive
Annenberg Report on
Diversity (CARD)

Stacy L. Smith, Marc Choueiti, and Katherine Pieper. “Inclusion & Invisibility: Comprehensive Annenberg
Report on Diversity in
Entertainment.“USC Annenberg Website. (2015) https://bit.ly/2On4e2D.
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I drew inspiration from the Comprehensive Annenberg Report on Diversity (CARD).
CARD looked at those in front and behind the camera during a snapshot in time from
September 2014 to August 2015. The CARD study laid bare imbalance and inequity
on production teams, revealing a diversity problem in the industry.

Research Question:
How frequently do the images
of women, non-male and
non-white identities appear on
the cover art of the Top 100
BoardGameGeek List?

This research study was designed to answer the question: To what extent are female
and
non-white designers and artists present in the production of the Top 200 BGG-ranked
games?

BoardGameGeek (BGG)

BoardgameGeek.com, Retrieved from https://boardgamegeek.com/
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For those of you who aren’t obsessed with table top games like I am. What’s a
BoardGameGeek?
BGG is one of the premier board game ranking sites with approx. 1.9 million
registered users 5 million unique page views a month. The BGG Top 200 list
represents the ratings of those 1.9 million registered users. Based on this data set, a
sample from Top 200 and Top 100 would allow me to select popular games that are
being actively played by board gamers, thus linking the resultant findings to current
cultural practice in the hobby.

Front of the Box
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This part of my study to borrow from the Annenberg Film and Television Study was
focused on the front of the box or what is displayed on the cover art of the Top 100
BoardGameGeek games.

One Deck Dungeon, BoardGameGeek Website, Retrieved from
https://boardgamegeek.com/image/3019101/one-deck-dungeon
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On May 2016, Asmadi Games launched the small box, card-based dungeon crawl
One Deck Dungeon on Kickstarter. This solo or two player co-operative game was a
pocket-sized dungeon crawler with a twist. The twist? All of the playable characters,
and the box art were based on strong, diverse, female images. Designed by Chris
Cieslik, with artwork by Alanna Cervenak and Will Pitzer, the game’s launch was yet
another flashpoint in an ongoing board game community discussion around diversity
and inclusion.
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A small collection of 1-star Amazon.com reviews cropped up around the game’s
release. One reviewer called the game “One sex dungeon” and another called it
simply, “sexist.”3 Reviewer Zach C on Amazon.com complained, “…only women
characters. I guess they don’t want me… Misandry noted. If they make a version for
me, or for both sexes, I may buy that.”
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Here’s some more.

Board games sales topped
$1.5 billion (U.S) in the U.S.
and Canada for the ﬁrst
time in 2017.
Hobby Games Top $1.5 Billion.” ICv2. July 30, 2018. https://bit.ly/2Mz7B4T

It is fair to say, based on industry data, that board games are mainstreaming. For the
first time in 2017, sales broke the billion dollar mark in North America.

16,817
table-top game
projects on the Kickstarter
platform alone.

Kickstarter.com. September 2018.
https://www.kickstarter.com/discover/advanced?category_id=34&amp;ref=nav_searc
h&amp;term=board%20games
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Erin Ryan. ”Gender Representation in Board Game Cover Art.” Cardboard Republic. June 29, 2016.
http://www.cardboardrepublic.com/category/articles/extra-pieces and Gil Hova.“Women in gaming vs. invisible ropes”
Formal Ferret Games Website. Oct. 27, 2014. https://gil.hova.net/2014/10/27/women-in-gaming-vs-invisible-ropes/

Research into representation in contemporary board gaming is still nascent
and emerging. My contribution here expands and builds upon work conducted
in the table-top community itself. One study found that only five percent of
games analyzed featured only women on the cover, 5.8 percent featured a
group of people made up of primarily women and 62.6% had a cover that
featured only men. The same study identified slight improvements in covers
featuring women or primarily women on the cover art from 2009 to 2015 and
slight decreases in men or primarily men on the covers, a large gulf between
male and female representation, in favor of male imagery, was still observed.

Photo by Moritz Schmidt on Unsplash
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In an analysis of representation and inclusion of women in hobby gaming, Gil
Hova noted that “…while not overtly hostile to women, still has a bunch of
invisible ropes that keep many women from enjoying the hobby.” The lack of
representation on cover art has been identified as one of the barriers blocking
women from feeling included or wanting to participate in the hobby. Another
study uncovered similar findings.38Interviews with woman gamers found that
interviewees desired more diversity and inclusion in board gaming, wishing
that the community would include more opportunities for women, racial
minorities and families to participate. Those interviewed also pointed to a lack
of representation of women in board game artwork and playable characters as
a barrier to more women feeling included in and engaging with the hobby.

The Dead of Winter (2014), BoardGameGeek Website, Retrieved
byhttps://boardgamegeek.com/image/1827515/dead-winter-crossroads-game

Photo by Moritz Schmidt on Unsplash
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The Dice Tower board game review channel contributor Suzanne Sheldon
spoke with fellow contributor Mandi Hutchinson about experiences as a
woman of color in board gaming. Sheldon noted games such as The Dead of
Winter (2014) by Plaid Hat Games and Capital Lux (2016) by Aporta Games,
incorporate diversity in the games’ production teams, cover art and playable
characters, and have made critical strides to reflect real-world diversity. In a
reflection on diversity and inclusion, Sheldon noted:“Whether

you think it
is pandering or a step in the right direction, when I look at a
game, and I think ‘oh, my gosh, I’ve been acknowledged’, it is
very powerful for me. I really value publishers and designers who
are doing that.”

Findings
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What did I find?
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In the Top 100 BGG cover art coding process, I opted to catalogue the
representation of all of the visible surfaces of the Top 100 game’s cover art.
The decision to limit to the Top 100 BGG-ranked games was done for reasons
of time, and access to the games themselves to facilitate the process of
accurate data collection. The cataloguing process included the front, back, top,
bottom and sides of all of the Top 100 BGG-ranked games. The logic behind
this decision was that someone evaluating a game in a board game store or
online might view the full cover art in making a purchase or play decision. In
this process, I looked for any representative images including images of the
game board, simulated game setups on the back of the box, miniatures
(tokens/pawns/pieces/standees), photographs of the designers and card
faces. The only exceptions to this rule were the publisher logos and legends
for number of players; these elements were excluded. The coding included the
painstaking process of counting tiny images in large crowds of soldiers,
horses, birds, figures in the distance, even shadowy humanoid figures. This
detail was captured in six coding categories: white male, white female,
non-white female, non-white male, gender indeterminant, and animals or
aliens, which was defined as otherworldly, extraterrestrial beings. Total counts
for each of the six categories were tallied in a spreadsheet. Based on new
discoveries made throughout the process, coding required many rechecks and
updates throughout the data collection process. I decided to do a total count of
all figures rather than assessing the relative prominence of images which

might be viewed as a subjective exercise. A raw total count would allow me to
uncover the representation on a relative scale, whether certain gender or racial
identities were prominent or not. I did, however, take field notes on my
impressions and relevance prominence of female and non-white identities on
the cover art.
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Looking at the Top BGG-Ranked 200 by publication year, I found that the oldest
games in
the analyzed sample were the classic abstract strategy games Go dated at 2200
(Before Common
Error) BCE on the site (but estimated to have been created around 2357-2255 BC)
and Crokinole
dated at 1876. 55 Excluding those games from the Top 200, the average publication
date of the games
are 2012, with the earliest being 2018 and the latest, 1981. The majority of the list are
games from
the last decade, 2008 or older, at 155 games. Games from the last five years
represent nearly half of
the analyzed list at 98 games representing 2013 or later
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Overall, there were 869 white characters depicted on the cover art compared to 169
representations of non-white or people of color in the Top 100 BGG-ranked games.
White characters formed the significant majority at 83.7 percent, while representations
of persons of color were 16.3 percent. Males were represented 761 times or 73.3
percent versus 26.7 percent or 277 times. A little more than eight in 10
representations were of white persons, and slightly more than seven in 10
representations were male. Only nine games of the 200 games featured no
representation of any kind, neither humans, nor alien or animals, and were completely
abstract in design.
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Excluding aliens and animals and instances where gender couldn’t be
determined, white males were portrayed in game cover art at 63.6 percent of
the time, white females were represented at 20.1 percent, men of color and
women of color were represented on covers 9.7 percent and 6.6 percent
respectively (See Figure 8). Agricola (2007), Star Wars: Imperial Assault
(2014), Android: Netrunner (2012), Pandemic (2008), Ticket to Ride: Europe
(2005), The Resistance: Avalon (2012)all feature prominent women on the
front cover. Queen Elizabeth I makes a prominent appearance on both
Through the Ages: A Story of Civilization (2006) and Nations (2013).
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Cover art featured male imagery 73.3 per cent and female imagery at 26.7 per cent.
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White imagery was found to be 83.7 per cent versus images of people of colour at
16.3 per cent.
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The disheartening study referenced earlier which points out that consumers
are more likely to find a sheep on the cover of a board game than a woman.
Erin Ryan’s analysis of Top 20 BGG-ranked games from 2009-2016, found
there were more games with sheep on the cover than women. This study
verifies this finding. I determined that, today, as a consumer of the Top 100
BGG games, one would be slightly more likely to see an image of an alien or
barnyard animal (horses, sheep, birds, dogs) than one would be likely to see
board game cover art with a woman. As noted earlier, my analysis was based
on total counts rather than Ryan’s focus on prominence as a key metric of
analysis. In my analysis, I observed that aliens or animals were featured 51.1
percent of the total representations on the Top 100 BGG-ranked games while
women were featured on 48.9 percent of the overall total.

Limitations
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This study is limited in the ways that many other quantitative studies are
limited. Questions about how a lack of representation is received by players
are beyond the scope of this work. A research effort around how players feel
about representation in the hobby would require additional qualitative and
quantitative analytic effort. This content analysis was moderate in scope,
limited by time and resources. Admittedly, the decision to look at the Top 200
BGG-ranked games for the production and design teams, and the Top 100
BGG-ranked cover art, resulted a disjoint in the possible analysis. With more
time and resources, I would like to look at a larger sample size for both the
production staff on the games and diversity across a wider range of
BGG-listed games’ cover art. Opportunities for future investigation include
cataloguing in-game components and particularly playable characters for
gender, racial and LGBTQ2A identities. As noted earlier, an analysis of the
illustration teams for Magic: The Gathering (1993) and Legendary Encounters:
An Alien Deck Building Game (2014) could be a study entirely on its own.

Mage Wars (2012), BoardGameGeek Website, Retrieved by
https://boardgamegeek.com/image/1066520/mage-warsarena
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You can see here some of the images that one might identify as problematic. Here’s a
card from Arkham Horror Card Game and one image from Mage Wars (2012).
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This study did not look at the larger matter of problematic, negative or
stereotypical representation, either. The definition of whiteness is still another
recognized limitation of the study. There might be some that might disagree
with the U.S. Census definition of whiteness I employed for this study, feeling it
either an entirely too restrictive or too expansive a frame. This limitation is an
opportunity for further scholarship and discussion.

Does the relative lack of
representation on board game
cover art telegraph a message to
women and people of color that
gaming is simply not for them?
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Drawing inspiration from CARD, my goal with this study was to help move the
conversation forward on the issue of representation and perhaps, spark
changes in the industry and hobby. Media, such as board games, shape our
cognition. We make and design what we know, reflecting what we see. We
don’t know what we don’t know. Perhaps, we are what we play. Our cognition
is steeped in, formed and refined in the culture in which we live, work and play.
Ergo, the fantasy game worlds we create, are limited fundamentally by our
experiences and our narrow cognition. Per Shaw, we understand that those
who argue against representation believe that game worlds should be
unbounded by (so-called) hand-wringing about recognition and reality.51 Those
on the other side of the debate suggest that if the overwhelming majority of
imagery, of the faces we see in board game design, in production, at
conventions, in board game stores are white males, the implicit message is
that white males are the in-group, an in-group nurtured and supported by the
explicit and implicit messages being shared within the hobby.
While it is understood that quantitative analysis has its limitations, the stark
absence of diversity in this sample is laid bare. These numbers have a weight,
a thud factor that doesn’t allow for much equivocation or grey places in which
to hide. This study will give neither aid nor comfort to those who argue that
there is ample representation in board gaming or the hobby has somehow, in
recent years, succumbed to political correctness, and over-corrected in favor

of traditionally marginalized groups. Still further, there are those in the hobby
who might just throw up their hands in exasperation, reminding us that we are
talking about games here. The message so often is: Just shut up and play.
Find another hobby if you don’t like it. Duh, gaming is dominated by white
men, because THEY play games. Why don’t you play abstract games if it
bothers you so much?

Worlds in ﬁlm, television and
games become microworlds or
reﬂections of our real-world
power dynamics, demonstrating
the centrality of an in-group, or
marginalization of an out-group.
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As we look at these findings we see a gap, gulf, a void. Rather than a magic circle
suggested by some theorists, we might see, instead, a vicious circle or a feedback
loop of exclusion and confirmation of the in-group. Cultivation theory suggests that a
marginalized out-group receives those implicit and explicit messages of exclusion
loud and clear. Within the vitality framework, we might understand that the ingroup
depicted in media is, in turn, powerful, has agency, even possesses unique, special
and even super-heroic qualities. The ingroup is more present, and therefore, more
important and powerful. As we consider the numbers in my study, one may wonder:
do women and people of color stay away or quit board gaming because they are
marginalized, unrepresented or invisible? Does a lack of representation contribute to
a community where harassment and marginalization flourishes? Do the issues this
study illuminate, stunt the growth of the community and the board game market?
These are questions for future research, and questions that publishers and members
of the community might well ask themselves. For some publishers, the need for
diversity and representation in board gaming seems to be settled science. Amadi
Games co-founder and the games founder Chris Cieslik and designer of One Deck
Dungeon gave a reddit a r/boardgames interview commenting that reddit discussions
on “diversity and inclusiveness are still ‘controversial’ which” which he found
personally “kind of silly.”

Epilogue
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If you’ve ever done any shopping at a comic book or games shop, you might know
that these are communities that are very protective of their hobby. I got a massive
wave of feedback.
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This commenter called me nuts.
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A lot of feedback seemed concerned I was wasting “U.S. taxpayer dollars” on my
study. Of course, I didn’t make a dime on the work. This helpful commenter is relieved
I am Canadian.
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